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A rich balance - resources
Vignette
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Exercise Open 
endedApplication Unfamiliar

Routine procedural tasks.
Usually without words

Routine, worded problems
1 or 2 steps involved
Usually transparent

Non-routine, worded or visual
Multiple solution pathways 

and/or solutions

Non-routine, 
more than 2 steps

Research has documented that when students are primarily asked to solve tasks 
of low-cognitive demand, they have few opportunities to develop:

• an understanding of why particular procedures are appropriate;
• disciplinary practices like flexible problem-solving;
• the ability to explain/connect their mathematical thinking
• a conceptual understanding of mathematical ideas (connect)
Boaler & Staples

A balance of experiences in our plan

The role of mathematical tasks, activities and tools is central.
It is through tasks, more than in any other way, that opportunities to learn are made available to the students

Anthony and Walshaw, 2009
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KNOWLEDGE (35%) Recall basics, understand concepts, carry out straightforward procedures
Numbers, shapes or symbols only                                       
e.g. 23 x 19 =

APPLICATION (40%) Solving familiar and routine tasks
Simple instructions (with just a few sentences)  
e.g. There are 218 passengers and 191 crew members on a ship.
How many people are on the ship altogether?

REASONING (25%) Solving unfamiliar, complex tasks with multiple steps
Unfamiliar Problems: Complex instructions (with multiple sentences).

Exercise

Application

Unfamiliar

Assessment requires a balance of questions
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NZ Maths provides us with a rich repertoire
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E-ako promote key exercises and application problems
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Opportunities for independent and group consolidation
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Procedures and concepts are communicated 
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They provide a mix of exercises and application problems 
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Rich learning activities – unfamiliar problems
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A clear link to procedural and conceptual approaches
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A clear link to procedural and conceptual approaches
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A new edition: Learning at home supports
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The theme of ‘balance’ is continued

Exercise

Application

Unfamiliar ExerciseOpen 
ended

Open 
ended Unfamiliar
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Guides to support our judgements 

Kaiako
Ākonga
Whānau
Family
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Practice and deepen
Describe and connect

Explore and evaluate
Explain and communicate

Procedural 
Fluency

Conceptual
Understanding

Adaptive
Reasoning

Problem 
Solving

Productive
Disposition

Mātauranga
Tataiako

Effective Pedagogies
Key Competencies

NZ Maths – A balanced approach starts here 

Exercise

Open 
ended

Application

Unfamiliar


